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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Shri Bheemas Indian Bridge Of Don from Aberdeen.
Currently, there are 16 meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Shri Bheemas Indian
Bridge Of Don:

I like the pictures you have. Maybe they could have given much more verity in types on pictures, but that's good.
I love your chicken cure. it is perhaps the best huh, that (I wasn't in another Indian restaurant, but that's for

something. And this huh, why did you add a spicy to it, you mist. read more. You can use the WLAN of the place
free of charge, And into the accessible rooms also come clientele with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. If

the weather conditions are right, you can also be served outside. What Redz Kyle doesn't like about Shri
Bheemas Indian Bridge Of Don:

Meh, it's not my favourite but my lovely wife Keith, who is autistic in the foot decided to start licking the walls
before one of your employees drop kicked him in his balls (bert and ernie) NOW I CANT GARGLE THEM! Your
vindaloo was cheeky though Food: 3 Service: 1 Atmosphere: 4 read more. If you want to spoil your palate with a

bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The successful Asian fusion cuisine of the Shri Bheemas Indian
Bridge Of Don from Aberdeen - a delicious combination of proven and the unexpected, on the menu there are

also a lot of Asian dishes. Of course, the most various products are also used in the most extraordinary
combinations and variations - according to the motto of the Fusion Cuisine within the offers, Moreover, the menu
of this gastropub offers a good and especially extensive variety of beers from the region and the world that are

definitely worth a try.
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Sid� dishe�
NAN

Chicke�
CHILLI CHICKEN

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

PRAWNS

Restauran� Categor�
HALAL

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

FISH

India�
BUTTER CHICKEN

VINDALOO

CHICKEN CURRY

Ingredient� Use�
CHILI

CHICKEN

BUTTER
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00-17:00
Tuesday 12:00-14:30
Wednesday 12:00-14:30
Thursday 12:00-14:30
Friday 12:00-14:30
Saturday 12:00-15:00
Sunday 12:00-15:00
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